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With her vacation over and separated from her father once again, the S-Rank adventurer
Angeline is utterly convinced that Belgrieve must be feeling just as lonely as her. In order to
make his home feel a little less empty, she resolves to find him a bride! Meanwhile, Belgrieve’s
hands are full with his own troubles, as his reputation has gained the attention of an adventurer
hoping to test his mettle against a living legend, as well as an old elf claiming to be a holy
knight...No matter the distance between them, the bond of a parent and child is unbreakable.
The hilarious, tear-jerking, and comfy fantasy-adventure story of Belgrieve and Angeline
continues with new comrades joining the fray!



This Free Preview is brought to you by J-Novel Club! Check out all our books at !Chapter 28: A
Faint Swishing and RustlingA faint swishing and rustling could be heard as someone ran. It was
almost as though they were gliding, just barely grazing the ground.It was a woman, or at least so
it seemed; perhaps the term girl would be more appropriate. Her soft, silky, silver hair was
crudely bundled behind her head. She had a slender sword at her waist, and the shawl over her
shoulders flapped in the wind. While her face was comely and her eyes full of spirit, what stood
out most were her sharp ears, which extended outwards from the top and gradually narrowed to
a point.It was dark in this forest of withered trees. There was not a single leaf on any of the
branches, and shriveled up thorn bushes blocked the path in dense clusters. The sky was dark
and cloudy, but there was not a hint of rain; the heavy ashen hues simply loomed overhead to
create a terrible dreariness.Several bizarre fiends were hot on the girl’s trail. They were lizards,
each the size of a human child, though instead of running on all fours, they kicked off the ground
with their muscular rear legs. Their eyes had no eyelids, and their blue scaly skin glistened with
some strange, slimy substance.A side glance at one of the creatures about to flank her made
the girl click her tongue.“How persistent...”She drew the slender sword at her waist and leaped
sideways, maintaining her speed all the while. In the blink of an eye, the fiend had been
skewered. With a nimble turn, she pounced in another direction, beheading a fiend that had
come at her from behind. Her skills were quite remarkable.After easily taking out several of the
fiends chasing her, the girl sent a sharp look behind her; there were still a good deal more of
them further back. After thinking for a moment, she quickly sheathed her blade and took off.“I
don’t have time to deal with these small fries...”She sensed out the fiends behind as she ran.
Despite her waifish build, she carried herself as if she did not know the meaning of
fatigue.Dodging a tree, leaping over a thorny thicket... She did not know how long she had run,
but gradually she could feel a thin miasma wafting in the air and a peculiar mana prickling her
skin.The girl stopped. A questionable grin crossed her face.“Finally found you.”She drew her
blade and began walking towards the source of the mana.A black, shadowy figure cowered in
the form of a four-legged beast. The tip of its long tail squirmed like a snake, its leopard-like head
swayed left and right, while a black liquid trickled from what was supposedly its mouth.The
shadow muttered something under its breath. As if pleading, as if lamenting. “W-Want
to...re...turn...m-master...”“Oh, I’ll return you—to nothing, that is.”With a ferocious smile on her
face, the girl took her stance and sprung upon her foe.○The air of early summer was gradually
taking over. The plants and leaves that had sprouted and grown out in spring slowly changed
from their youthful bright greens to darker, seasoned shades, and Turnera’s forests were now a
deep emerald color through and through. The plains outside the village were covered in a
verdant carpet, which the sheep were devouring obsessively.After the first big job of early
summer, which was harvesting the wheat, came the shearing of the sheep. They would round up
the sheep that had eaten their fill of soft sprouts all spring long and shave off their abundant
coats. Once they were stripped of their wool, the refreshed sheep would get back to their grazing.
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Robert Henderson, “Cool. This has been enjoyable so far. I hope this series continues for a
good while.  Looking forward to more in this series.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 103 people have provided feedback.
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